
FORTIFY MICROSOFT 365 
Leveraging Vade’s collaborative engine, Vade for  
M365 features a combination of AI technologies,  
including Machine Learning, Computer Vision, and 
Natural Language Processing, that block sophisticated 
threats and automate investigation and response. 

Anti-Phishing
Vade for M365 features Machine Learning and Computer  
Vision models trained to recognize malicious behaviors,  
including obfuscated URLs, time-bombed URLs, email spoofing, 
URL redirections, remotely hosted images, and manipulated  
images and brand logos.

Anti-Spear Phishing and BEC*
Natural Language Processing and sender spoofing algorithms 
analyze elements of an email that reveal anomalies and  
suspicious patterns, including spoofed email addresses and  
domains, forged display names, anomalous email traffic,  
and suspicious textual content. 
*If spear phishing is suspected, Vade displays a customizable warning banner.

Anti-Malware and Ransomware
Going beyond signature-based analysis, Vade’s malware and 
ransomware detection technologies feature behavioral and  
heuristic analysis, including analysis of emails, webpages, and 
attachments; real-time attachment parsing; and hosted-file 
analysis (OneDrive, SharePoint, Google, WeTransfer).

The popularity of Microsoft 365 with SMBs has created a host of new business opportunities for MSPs.  
Its popularity with cybercriminals, however, is creating enormous challenges. From dynamic phishing  
attacks to evasive malware, email is the #1 entryway to Microsoft 365. MSPs need a solution that  
catches what Microsoft misses.

Vade for M365 is an integrated, low-touch email security solution for Microsoft 365 that is powered by  
AI, enhanced by people, and made for MSPs. Featuring a collaborative AI engine that continuously learns  
from an alliance of human and machine intelligence, Vade for M365 blocks the advanced threats that  
bypass Microsoft.

Collaborative Email  
Security for Microsoft 365

D A T A  S H E E T

v a d e s e c u r e . c o m

  Multi-tenant incident response

  Automated and one-click  
remediation

  Automated, post-incident user  
awareness training

  Threat investigation tools

  10-minute deployment

Purpose-built for MSPs

  Anti-Phishing

  Anti-Spear Phishing (BEC)

  Anti-Malware/Ransomware

  Anti-Spam

  Auto-remediation

  Multi-tenant incident response

  Automated user awareness training

  Reported emails triage  
and remediation

  SIEM/EDR/XDR integration

  Native Splunk integration

  Customizable spear-phishing  
warning banners

AI-powered threat detection
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POST-DELIVERY FEATURES & INCIDENT RESPONSE CAPABILITIES 
Powered by AI, enhanced by people, made for MSPs   
Managed security 
Centralizes your Vade for M365 tenants in a unified dashboard. Remediate email threats across tenants, 
triage and remediate user-reported emails, and manage your clients’ cybersecurity from a central location.

Auto-Remediate 
Continuously scans email after delivery and automatically removes messages from users’ inboxes  
when new threats are detected. Admins can also manually remediate messages with one click.

Vade Threat CoachTM  
Delivers automated, contextual training with real phishing emails and webpages to course-correct  
when a user opens a phishing email or clicks on a phishing link.

Threat Intel & Investigation  
Investigate and remediate user reported emails, deconstruct files, download emails and attachments, and 
inject live logs into any SIEM/EDR/XDR.

Integrated Feedback Loop   
Transforms admin and end-user feedback into vital threat intelligence that is used to continually  
strengthen the filter and the efficiency of Auto-Remediate. 

Native Splunk Integration  
Allows admins to integrate Vade for M365 email logs with Splunk without the need for custom  
software development.  

To learn more, please visit:  v a d e s e c u r e . c o m

Contact 
Sales  US/EMEA 
sa les@vadesecure .com

Vade is a global cybersecurity company specializing in the development of threat  
detection and response technology with artificial intelligence. Vade’s products and solutions  
protect consumers, businesses, and organizations from email-borne cyberattacks, including  
malware/ransomware, spear phishing/business email compromise, and phishing.

Founded in 2009, Vade protects more than 1.4 billion corporate and consumer mailboxes  
and serves the ISP, SMB, and MSP markets with award-winning products and solutions that  
help increase cybersecurity and maximize IT efficiency.
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